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Abstract -There are many parallel signal pmcessing aigo~iihmsthai are I/O bound. For such algorithms, fast data and program diStribflion j8 v e p y impodant. In this paper we study a new strategy for
data: distribuUonfiom host to MIMD hypercube nodes.
This strategy, based on scatteeng on hypercubes of
decremental dimemiom, p e r f o r m much better than
other sirraiegies known today. A optimizes both the
host and node utilization and also ezploiia the possible
overlap in data sent i o diflerent nodes.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen dramatic improvements in the
computational speeds of individual processors in a
parallel architecture. Unfortunately the communication between processors has not improved to the same
degree.
Consequently,
problems related with data
.. communication in parallel architectures have assumed
a greater importance.
In this paper we concentrate on applications such
as image processing, pattern recognition and digital
filtering. In a 1 of these applications, there is a large
amount of data used, a large number of output points
computed and each output point computation is independent of the other. It is this last attribute that
makes paralleI architectures attractive for these applications [I]. In these I/O bound applications the
total execution time is dominated by the data distribution and result collection delays [2, 31. However
the problem of data communication in this context is
complicated because the data sets going to different
processors overlap to some degree [4, 5, 6, 71 and the
host to node communication has different characteristics from the node to node communication.
Some earlier strategies to reduce the time to distribute data from host to the hypercube nodes consisted of getting data into a single node and then
broadcasting it from there [8]. This implies that
while the broadcast is going on within the hypercube,
the host is idle. Recently Prasad and Murty have
given several new strategies to keep host busy concurrently with the node broadcast through scattering and

multiple window broadcast [9]. However their work
does not exploit the communication concurrency fully.
In addition, their algorithms ignore the data overlap
found in most common applications.
In this paper we derive a new strategy for host
to hypercube node communication based on multiple communications from host to decreasing dimension hypercubea. We allow arbitrary overlaps between
data sets going to different processors as well as differing characteristics of host-to-node and node-to-node
communication. Our solution suggests that host of a
dimension d hypercube should send messages sequentially to the roots subcubes of dimensions d - 1, d - 2,
.. ., x 1, x , x , where the value of x is determined
by the expressions we have derived. Each root then
scatters the data within the subcube. Analysis shows
that this decremental scattehng strategy has a superior performance.

+

II. PROBLEM AND
ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
The architecture model employed in these studies is
a Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD)hypercube system with identical processors working asynchronously. A degree d hypercube has p = 2d nodes
each labeled with a length d binary string. Two nodes
whose labels differ in exactly one bit can communicate with each other and a message of length N takes
P+ NT time to go across between them. The constants
p and T are the set-up and incremental times for node
to node communication. We assume that the host is
a processor separate from the 2d hypercube nodes. In
most real systems, such a host is the system interface
to the outside world facilitating data transfer between
the system and the storage devices, printers and the
user. Earlier researchers have assumed that the host
can communicate with any node of the architecture
[9]. Our scheme needs communication with a t most d
properly chosen processors. Since host has a greater
load, length N message transmission between the host
and a node requires P,, N T time
~ where Ph and T~
axe the set-up and incremental times for host to node
communication. To simplify the analysis, we assume

+
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that the different communication parameters are related by
(p,/p) = P and r, = T .
Note that generally u > 1 and rh = 7 because each
depends on the transmission baud rate.
We consider applications in which the tasks in each
processor are essentially independent. Examples of
such applications arise in diverse applications. In digital filtering of a long sequence, each processor is required to compute one (or more) output points by
taking inner product of a part of the input sequence
with the filter sequence. The inner ~ r o d u c t sbeing executed in distinct processors are independent of each
other. Image processing through various two dimentional filters clearly fall in the same category. Pattern
recognition problems can be solved by distributing the
image within the processors and letting each search in
its domain for the pattern independently. Note that
even though the region along the border between two
processors needs to be mu1t iply assigned, there needs
be no interaction between the neighboring processors,
In each of these applications, neighboring nodes
share certain amount of data. We abstract this notion of data sharing as follows. Let S denote the set
of input points and Si,
0 5 i < p the set of points to
be transported to processor a. Clearly, S =
We assume that all sets Si are of equal size M ,i.e.,
lSil = M , 0 5 i < p, and that the number of elements common t o any pair of sets Si and to Si+; is
independent o f i, i.e.,

qii~i.

ISinSi+,I=kj,

O < i < p and j = 1 , 2 , .

For efficient data transport, the important pararneters are the set size M , and the number of new elernents in set Si beyond the collection of all earIier
sets. We denote this number of extra elements by A
and define it as:

The

value of A is decided by the application and

the algorithm. In a large number of Digital Signal
Processing applications it is possible to predetermine
the structure and details of the computations, allowing the user to detemine the data overlap. Many of the
typical bilinear algorithms have as much as 70 to 80%
redundancy in data sets required for various computations. If a data transport algorithm can exploit this
redundancy, then the overall efficiency of the parallel
computations will improve a great deal.
We calculate A in two sample cases. The first case,
typical of digital filtering, is characterized by

Here, M

= IU):~

> bl > k2.. . and

sj1+pi[

-

>.

[[u;;;sj]nsil

..

- luj;isjl

(3)

The last step is obtained by using the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion [lo]. Now distributing the Intersection over Union in the above equation and using
(21, we get from (3),

A = M - kl.

..

In the second case, we assume k3 = 0. Thus,
~ [ u j . ; i s ~ ]n sil= I:;u
;

[sj n s,] I
= IIsi-,nS,lu[S,-2nS,lI

(4)

Equation (4) used ks = 0. Applying the principle of
Inclusion and Exclusion [lo] again, we get

I[U~=:S~]

n S, I = k, + ka

-

ki,

(5)

where k: denotes the cardinality of set SinSP
i l nSiP2.
Finally, combining the results of (3) and (5) we get:

A = M - kl - (A2 - k;).

111. DATA DISTRIBUTION
ALGORITHMS
Three methods of distributing data from host to all
hypercube processors are available in the literature.
The simplest method of required data transfer is Sequential Loading. In this method the host sends M
elements t o each of the p processors sequentially. This
therefore entails a cost of
,

Clearly this method of sequential loading leaves much
to be desired since its use of the available links is very
sparse and consequently the communication cost very
high.
In order to exploit the large number of links in the
hypercube and the fact that communication between
nodes is cheaper than that between host and nodes,
Saad and Schultz have proposed [8] that the data be
first downloaded from the host into a specific node
Po of the hypercube and then scattered from there
using the standard data scatter algorithms [8]. The
time required to complete the data distribution by this
data scattering method is given by
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The first two terms of the equation represent the time
for host to node trangfer of N elements while the remaining terms represent the time for scattering the
data in the hypercube. This is a good method because during scatter process, the available links of the
hypercube are used fairly efficiently.
However, in the data scaitering method described
in [8],the host is idle during the data scatter in hypercube. Prasad and Murthy have therefore suggested
a strategy which calls selecting a suitable size subcube of dimension x (91. The host downloads the data
for this subcube into a single node from where it is
scattered using standard scatter algorithms. Concurrent with the scattering however, the host sequentially
sends data to the remaining nodes of the hypercube.
T h i ~seq~~ential/scadterirs~
strategy completes the required data transmission in time given by

The first two terms of the equation represent the time
to transfer elements from the host to the root of the
designated size x subccube. Tht maximum gives the
larger of the two times: scattering time and sequential
host toading t irne. The minimum function indicates
that one should choose t appropriately to rninirnixe
the cost T3.One may notice that when x = dl the
degree of the hypercube, one gets the cost of the data
s c a t t e ~procedure. Thus, at all times, T3 5 T2.
There are two problems with the aequential/sctn#erdnj strategy described above. Firstly, since
x is an integer, the terms within the nlax function
of (8) cannot be balanced very well resulting in idle
nodes or host. Secondly, this method cannot exploit
any data overlap because of the host loading individual data sets into many of the nodes.
Our strategy
- . for host to hypercube node communication is based on partitioning the hypercube into
progressively smaller degree d - 1, d - 2, . . ., x 1, x ,
a! subcubes. We appropriately choose a , ( 0 5 x < d )
to minimize the overall communication cost. The host
sends data sequentially to the designated roots of each
of these subcubes. Each root then scatters the data
within the subcube using a small modification of the
standard algorithm [I] as follows. At the i-th step,
i = 0 , 1, .. .,t - 1, each node of the degree t subcube
whose label q ends in t - z zeros transfers appropriate amount of data to node q z~-'-'. For example,
when t = 3, at 0th step, node 0 sends data to node
4; at 1st step, nodes 0 and 4 send data to 2 and 6
respectively; and at the 2nd step, nodes 0, 2 , 4 , and 6
send data to 1, 3, 5 and 7 respectively. Assuming that

+

+

the data sets being sent to consecutively labeled nodes
have an overlap, this scattering scheme allows us to
exploit that overlap to the maximum extent. Note
that because of the overlap, the amount of data communicated at step i (along each of the participating
link) is M +
- 1)A.
The total data distribution time using this scheme
is obtained by aoting that when
> 0, the last
subcube will finish last. Thus the total time expended
in this data propagation is the sum of the times spent
by the hwt on a11 its sequential communications with
the subcubes added with the time required to scatter
the data in degree a hypercube. This gives the total
complexity as

oh

By comparing (9) with (6)-(8) one can see the merit
of the Diminishing 5catte~ingstrategy. Note that this
strategy requires host to communicate with at most
d hypercube nodes, where d is the hypercube degree.
This is a feature tacking earlier strategies 191. A small
number of host connections is desirable for realistic
implementation.
W h e n the communication parameters are related
as in ( I ) , expression for T4takes the form

Fig.s 1 and 2 show a comparison of the computational times of the Diminishing Sca#ering(DS) strategy with those obtained from earlier algorithms. In
Fig. 1, the number of data points sent to each processor, M = 100 and 0 = 800p and in Fig. 2, M = 500
and 0 = 6500~.In both simulations, u = 1.5 and
r = 8p. The overlap (defined as overlap = M - A) between data sets going to consecutive hypercube nodes
is varied between 0 and M - 1.
These figures show that the Diminishing Scattering strategy is substantially better than the earlier
ones. It can explojt the data overlap to lower distribution time. Note that in digital filtering, where each
output point is being evaluated by a n independent
processor, the data overlap is indeed M - 1, allowing
a substantially lower transport time through this new
strategy.

IV. CONCLUSION
T b i ~paper describes a communjcation strategy to distribute data and program from host to hypercube
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the Diminishing Scattering
(DS) strategy with others when M = 100 and data
overlap = 0, 50 and 99

nodes. The new strategy proposed is based on par¬
titioning the hypercube into diminishing degree sub¬
cubes. The host sends data sequentially to the se¬
lected roots of these subcubes. Using a modified scat¬
tering technique described here, the roots then dis¬
tribute the data into respective subcube nodes.
This strategy, called Decremental Scattering, uses
subcubes of degree d — 1, d — 2, ..., x + 1, x, x, where
the integer x is chosen appropriately to minimize the
total communication time. The choice of x takes into
account the communication parameters in both host
to node and node to node communication, the data
set sizes as well as any possible overlap in the data
sets.
Simulation results indicate that the Decremental
Scattering strategy is highly superior to other strate¬
gies presented in the literature. This success of the
strategy can be attributed to the fact that it maxi¬
mizes the usage of all nodes and the host, as well as it
meaningfully exploits the data set overlap. Thus, for
widely varing communication conditions, this strategy
consistently performs better. In applications such as
digital filtering where the overlap is very large, this
communication technique is highly recommended.
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